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Abstract:  

Throughout the last years the financial economic crisis has seriously affected the worldwide economies and what 
we know is that the risk is a phenomenon that appears daily in each company’s activity. It is seen as the probability 
of an event and its consequences.  

Each company needs to take into consideration that a good risk management is necessary if they want to survive 
in the economic environment. 

The purpose of this article is to bring into notice of the readers already known notions relating to risk and risk 
management so that it is understood how important it is to take immediate measures in cases of risky situations. 
Unfortunately, many companies do not take into consideration such a serious aspect and this only leads to serious 
financial problems, 
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1. Notions regarding the concept of risk 
 
In a world where competition sets the premises for companies to survive the economic environment and even 

gain profit, we can state that in order to for these things to happen it is necessary that each company takes on risks. 
All companies face different types of risks, risks that could cause problems to the company. It is important for 

companies to see what goes wrong, trying to understand the risks taken into consideration and what can be done to 
solve these risks 

One definition of the risk says that it is “an element of incertitude that can affect the activity of an economic 
agent or in the performance on an economic operation”.1 

Wildavsky(1988) said :” Playing it safe, doing nothing, means reducing possible opportunities to benefit from 
chances taken, and can hurt people”.  What we find out is that without taking risks we cannot gain and in the 
business world profit matters. 

     The main risk characteristics are : 
a) The risk has its origins in the incertitude, 
b) The risk refers to the incapacity of a company to respond to the environment conditions, 
c) The risk effects cannot be removed; 
d) The risk can also appear do to the report between human and nature; 
There are four main categories of risk and these are: 
- Strategic, 
- Compliance, 
- Financial 
- Operational 
We also have other types of risks as : 
- Environmental risks, 
- Employee risk management, 
- Health and safety risks, 
- Commercial risks. 
One of the most important categories of risks is the financial one. It expresses the variability of result indicators 

as a consequence of the modification of the financial structure of the company. If the decision to invest determines 
the risk of the economic activity (operating), the financing decision generates the financial risk.2  As we can see the 
financial risk is divided in the following: 

 

                                                            
1 Buglea Alexandru, Analiza situatiei financiare a intreprinderii, Ed. Mirton, Timisoara,2004; 
2 J. Van Horn, Gestion et politique financiere, Dunod,Paris,1972; 
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Figure no. 1 

 The financial risk is generated due to the fact that not all investment acts lead to financial efficiency. 
 

2. Risk management  
 
 The main advantage of risk management is that it helps companies to understand the risks to which it is exposed 

so that management will do its job. The lack of risk management can lead to financial losses. 
Risk management has been divided by professor Dalbaen in to three processes : 
1) Collecting data, 
2) Applying models, 
3) Applying institutional rules.   
The professor also considered that it is not used sufficient data in applying the models and those companies have 

the tendency to take on more and more risks for different reasons. 
Many researchers have studied the process of risk management and it has been noticed that the number of risk 

situations has increased a lot in the last years due to different reasons like the extensions worldwide of different 
companies and due to the economic crisis. We can also state that risk management helps us to learn from past 
experiences, own experiences or even from the experiences of other people 

In order to indentify risks a company must check the financial annual reports, technical documents, specialty 
magazines, contracts and we must also add that discussions with the personnel can add a plus to the risk 
management process. 

Regarding the risk management objective we can notice that they differ from company to company. Some try to 
protect their investors, take into consideration the effects of worldwide risk over different companies that have 
activities abroad their countries of origin. 

A good risk management process should take into considerations the following phases: planning risk 
management, risk identification, qualitative analysis of risk, quantitative risk management, how to respond to the 
risk problems, controlling and monitoring risk. 

          The process of risk management can: 
• permit companies to see what goes wrong and preventing disasters; 
• helps the decision making process, 
• improves the planning process, 
Indentifying the risk can be sometimes highly important, for example when a company decides to introduce a 

new product into the market or even to enter markets from other countries. Risks can appear from competitors due to 
the fact that a breakthrough in technology can help these competitors to come with a new product like yours. 

In what regards the risk evaluation we must note that it is needed the ranking of risks after their identification so 
that we can take action against them or even minimize them. 

The ranking can be done by taking into consideration the consequences and probability of each risk. 
 

3. The analysis and management of the financial risk through the break-even point 
 
  Companies use two categories of financial resources: own financial resources and borrowed financial resources. 
  Some authors say that the financial risk depends on four main factors: economic risk, debt degree, the evolution 

on the interest rate and fiscal policies. 
 The main categories of participants interested in the analysis of the financial risks are the shareholders, the 

managers, creditors, investors, rating agencies. 
     The characteristics of the financial risk are the following:3 

                                                            
3 Simina Marian, Diagnosticul financiar al firmei, Ed. Universitaria, Craiova,2008 
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- it concerns the uncertainty  of obtaining a sufficient profitability from the operating activity so that it 
permits the coverage of interest expenses; 

- its appearance is caused by the presence of borrowed capital in the capital structure of the company; 
- the materialization of the financial risk assumes reducing the shareholders remunerations (dividends 

or net profits); 
- directly, the financial risk materialization affects only the shareholders. 
The calculus of the break-even point is done by using also interest expenses as fixed expenses elements. 
        The financial break-even is that level of activities corresponding to which the operating revenues cover the 

operating expenses and interest expenses. 
The effective analysis of the financial risk through the break-even is done by using the same indicators as in the 

case of the operating risk” 
- safety margin (absolute or relative); 
- safety index; 
- the moment of reaching the break-even; 
-  safety margin in days. 

 
1) The safety margin  is determined  in absolute and relative values as it follows: 

a) Safety margin in absolute measures in absolute measures it expresses the value difference existing 
between the volume of activity realized and the volume of activity afferent to the break-even. It has to be positive so 
that the company will obtain profit; 
          crsa CACAS −=  or  Ssa= VE- VE prag 
     CA- turnover 
    Ca cr – critical turnover 
    VE- operating revenues 
    VE prag – break even operating revenues. 

b) The safety margin in relative values expresses in percents the spread between the activity volume 
performed and the activity volume corresponding to the break-even. If it has a safety index lower than 10% it 
generates a high operating risk; 

        Ssr=
CAcr
CAcrCA 100)( ×−

  or 
VEprag
VEpragVEMsr 100)( ×−

=  

2) The safety index expresses the ratio between revenues realized and revenues afferent to break-even. 

Is=
CAcr
CA

  or Is=
VEprag

VE
 

 
3) The moment of reaching break- even reflected through the number of days the company needs so 

that it realizes the level of production afferent to break-even. The more the break-even has a lower value, 
the more the break-even will be reduced. 

Tcr= T
CA

CAcr
×    or Tcr= T

VE
VEprag

×  

T- time period in days 
 

4) Safety margin in days shows how many days from the analyzed period are needed to the company 
to realize a volume of activity superior to the break-even. 

Ms days=T- T
CA

CAcr
×⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

 or  Ms days= T- T
VE

VEpragT ×−  

Conclusions 
 By taking all things into consideration we must state that risk management is a concept that has to be taken into 

consideration by companies in a daily basis if they want to continue in a good manner their activities. 
 Managers have to adopt a reactive style of management , treating consequences does not relieve the cause, so 

they have to conceive and implement  new measures. The purpose of risk management is that of maximizing the 
chances of improving financial profitability. 
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